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Can’t We Just Wait?

Nothing moves a 
case like a trial 
setting



Just like nurses, 
doctors, grocery 
store workers, 
custodians---it’s 
our turn to help

Many clients can’t wait.



The Reality



No Jurors

Houston: July 17, 2020

5,000 people summoned.

NO JURY.



What Type of Jurors?

June 2020

Poll of 850 
Eligible 

Texas Jurors



What Type of Jurors?



What Type of Jurors?



And then there’s this…

July 20, 2020
San Mateo, California

Seven Days Ago



Six Days Ago

July 21, 2020
Omaha

Juror #1 tested 
positive for 
COVID-19

And then there’s this…



The NEW Reality of Live



Trial “in the Round”

July 2020

Bowie County District Court: Judge Bill Miller



New Reality of Live

Plexiglass Distancing

No approaching witness

Leaving the courtroom for 
bench conference

No tangible exhibitsMask—jurors and lawyers



Ethical Concerns

Required to 
know and use 
technology

Disclose that 
it may be 
years not 
months

“Summer 
of 2021”

Fiduciary 
obligation to 
disclose—
honest 
choices

Fiduciary 
disclosure to 
disclose if you 
are not able 
or willing 



Advantages to Remote Jury Trial 
& Dispelling Myths



Myth: Can’t “Read the Jury” Virtually



Myth: Voir Dire Won’t Work Remotely

Online Courtroom Project
July 15, 2020



Better Information Through Questionnaires

Attorneys found that online questionnaires 
that jurors filled out before jury selection 
allowed them to prepare more thoroughly for 
voir dire questioning.   



Jurors More Candid in Their Own Homes



Previous Live Jury Experience vs. Remote



Jurors Attentive and Engaged in Meaningful Discussions



Summary of Online Courtroom Project

• Overall, aside from some of the technical 
delays and the obvious difference in format 
between an in-person and an online trial, 
most of the participants were able to perform 
their main job functions as they would in a 
normal trial..

• Judges who observed the demonstration trial 
commented that the proceedings looked like 
“a real trial.”

• All of the jurors who participated in the 
demonstration trial said they would be willing 
to participate in a real online jury trial.



Myth: But There’s a Digital Divide…



Myth: Courts Are Not Prepared
NCSC Texas Juror Poll

June 2020
Courts are 
prepared to 

deliver iPads with 
hot spots.



Summary of Advantages of Remote Jury Trials

Technology is the 
great equalizer

Solve the 
digital divide

Support now 
from OCA

FasterEasier office help 
or colleagues

Less Expensive

Easier to schedule experts 
and witness testimony

A more diverse 
jury pool



Judges and 
Jurors Are Ready

Collin County Judge Emily Miskel 
virtually swears in potential jurors for 
a summary jury trial on May 18, 2020. 



Nuts and Bolts Of Remote Jury Trials



Embracing Technology



Investing In Technology: Zoom Paid Subscription

• 43% total market share 
(300 million daily Zoom calls)

• Embraced/supported by Texas 
Office of Court Administration

• 400+ Courts in Texas use Zoom



Technical Matters
§ Video/Audio Testing 

(you and witnesses)

§ Getting into/out of Breakout Rooms

§ Setting your system to see up to 49 
participants (Voir Dire)

§ Virtual Background?

§ Spotlight Witness [Host Only]

Evidence/Documents
§ Share Screen to display exhibits 

[Pause Trick]

§ Annotate and Save via Zoom

§ Share files within “chat” or per 
Court protocol

§ Use “Second Camera” as Elmo for 
physical evidence

§ “Use Computer Sound” when 
showing video

Practical Tips
§ Background/Lighting/Standing/Sitting
§ Mute/Unmute [Space Bar Trick]

§ “Share Screen” Practice
§ Clean Desktop

§ Share program instead of desktop

§ Share directly from BOX

§ Annotation/Exchange Practice

Housekeeping: Become 
Familiar With Your Global Settings

§ Disable Individual Chat

§ Disable video recording

§ Mute Upon Entry

§ Make Co-Host Feature

§ Allow Screen Share (for hosts)

§ Allow Annotation/Polling/Remote

Zoom Features to Be Aware of and Practice



Pre-Trial 
Checklist



Remote Access 
Juror Questions



Jury Selection - It’s Doable

• Manage jurors on screen-panel size

• Have someone else run tech

• Get help tracking

• Questionnaires ahead of time

• Zoom polls, raise hands, reactions

• Breakout room for individual 
questioning, attorneys



Preparing Witnesses and You

You are a 
producer and 
director

Communication 
with client—
texts, emails, 
private chat

Test 
equipment—
lights, camera, 
action

Virtual 
backgrounds, 
green screens



Direct / Cross: Managing Exhibits

Exchange exhibits 
ahead of time. 

[Check with Court for protocol.]
Consider sealed hard copies 

and tabbed notebooks.

Pre-mark exhibits if possible. 
If not, plan and practice 

marking/sharing live.

Practice sharing screen in 
Zoom. Use PAUSE feature 

when changing documents.

Practice with your witness 
and exhibits in Zoom. If 

using annotation feature, 
practice annotating, saving 
and sharing marked exhibit.

Use hyperlinked PDFs for 
clean navigation of Exhibits.



Tips/Tricks for Sharing Exhibits Remotely

Zoom Second Camera
“Elmo” feature. 

[Can use phone or USB camera]

Be aware of what you name your 
documents. You don’t want to pull up 
a document named “Smashed Car 1”

Close automatic alerts when 
sharing screen. [In Windows 10, 
there’s computer function to silence 

notifications when presenting.]

Turn your phone into a 
scanner using Adobe Scan.

Make sure your computer “desktop” 
is clean. [Better yet share program file or 

files directly from Box]

Digitally Exhibit Sticker and 
Share files in Zoom Chat. [Free digital 

exhibit sticker at exhibitsticker.com]



Openings/Closings

Attention spans 
are shorter.

Effective 
demonstratives 
more important 
than ever.

Clear and 
concise road 
map / story 
critical.



A “New” Alternative: Summary Jury Trials



Why is a Summary Jury Trial Beneficial?

One of the biggest benefits to a 
summary jury trial is that it turns 
the biggest unknown factor, the 
jury’s reaction to a case, into a 
very effective settlement tool. 

YES
YES

YES
NO Yes

YES



Why is a Summary Jury Trial Beneficial?

In the situations where the 
parties are significantly 

disagreeing over the value of 
the case, a summary jury trial 

may be the way to go.



But … I don’t want to show my hand!

True likelihood of either party being surprised by something 
in the other parties' case is slim in light of today's expansive 
pre-trial discovery procedures. 

Indeed, there is a clear benefit to determining whether your 
strategy will resonate with the jurors before, rather than 
after, a six- or seven-figure jury award is on the line.  

When were you surprised 
by your opponent?

Corporate Business Counsel Journal



When to use a Summary Jury Trial?

• Before the parties are forced to 
incur the heavy financial costs of 
preparing for trial.

• Thirty to sixty days after the 
discovery phase of the litigation.

• Costs of preparing for it would likely 
be the same or close to the costs of 
arbitration proceedings or an 
extended mediation.



Seizing the Opportunity of Short Form Trials

• If you feel like you can present evidence 
more clearly and persuasively than most 
witnesses can.

• If you feel like you can summarize expert 
witness testimony succinctly.

• If you are confident in your ability to 
prepare and provide an effective closing 
argument.



Panel DiscussionHow Can We Help?



To sign up for the Travis County 
Civil & District Court Pilot 

Program, please contact Judge 
Crump’s court staff at:

250.submission@traviscountytx.gov


